I. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
   1. Gun Safe Storage - Marrianne Williams
Hello-

I’ve just now read the LJS article about the lack of interest on the part of the Council to take the next step towards implementing a Gun Safe Storage ordinance for Lincoln.

Thank you Jane Raybould for your support.

Mr Shobe -I hope that at some point you can come out of hiding and address the issue publicly.

Ms Ward, I’m extremely disappointed in your answer to LJS’s questions. You said you THINK Lincoln residents are responsible and store their weapons safely? I’m interested in why you would say such a thing when you’ve been provided evidence to the contrary? Are you willing to stake my daughters life on that guess? Because quite frankly that’s what I hear you saying. You also said that you have concerns about enforcement. That sounds an awful lot to me like “it’s just too hard” and that’s just not acceptable. Cities across the nation have implemented safe storage laws and so can Lincoln.

Marrianne Williams